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LIFE Magazine “Picture of the Week”
Features Bataan CVL-29
By Jim Ward
For the “home folks” eager to hear news of the USS Bataan CVL-29, the October 22, 1945 issue of LIFE
Magazine was one to be saved. Page 37 was a full page shot (see next page) of our plane-loaded vessel passing
through the Panama Canal. We were enroute to Navy Day, October 27th and looking forward to setting foot
on the soil of the USA. This was the second time through the canal for us. In 1944 we were mostly an
inexperienced crew, tired of training and ready for action. We had a short liberty, bought souvenirs, but not
much of a visit. Another Panama Canal shot, taken from the dock, shows eager sailors lined up at the rail near
the ship’s bow. It must have been just before liberty, as there is a predominance of white uniforms—not a
common garb aboard ship.
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Korean Association members, you had only a westbound crossing—the Bataan was decommissioned in
San Francisco and later cutup for scrap on the west coast. If you’d like to read additional comments, look on
the website’s “History” section for October 1945 http://www.bataancvl29.org/oct_'45.htm
For the original LIFE Magazine black & white photo of the next page, click here: https://goo.gl/7fhRTC

….or scan here:

Copyright © Associated Press, Colorization commissioned by Chris Novak

Note: “Task Force 62” was a special unit was organized to send military personnel home.
Bataan operated under TG 58.2 (5th Fleet) which later merged back into TG 38.2 (3rd Fleet).

The US Navy makes Shellbacks out of
Pollywogs when “Crossing the Line”
By Jim Ward
The Navy can still have a little fun at sea—here are the pictures to prove it. They were
taken in April of 1944 as the newly commissioned Bataan sailed on a southwesterly course
toward what was to be our first taste of combat. Shot below is at anchorage; a CVL is in the
foreground at left.
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We had lifted anchor from a massive gathering at the atoll of Majuro and headed for Hollandia
and Wadke to support an island hopping operation. MacArthur was closing in on the
Philippines.
As we would be “Crossing the Line” (Earth’s Equator), the Task Force Commander gave
us some “time off” so the old salts “shellbacks” could have some traditional fun initiating the
“pollywogs” (newbies) aboard.

Shown below is Captain Shaeffer on the right, welcoming King Neptune and his court.

Next, the Royal Court sits to observe the rites of passage including the presentation of
the “pollywogs”……

Prior to his presentation to King Neptune’s Court, V-1 Division Officer Lt. Bosee (with his arm
in a sling), gets special haircut from the Royal Barber.
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A final shot of the flight deck as viewed from above the Bataan’s island with the
pollywogs “running the gauntlet” to become “shellbacks”.
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And the final result? Here is my (slightly yellowed) “Shellback” certificate framed, with the
Captain’s signature and ship’s seal, complete with King Neptune’s portrait and flanked by
lovely Mermaids.

Next Issue of Bataan Speaking
Will Feature LSO “Iron Mike” Mikronis
Here’s a preview of one of our stories in the
next issue. Ensign C. Edgar “Iron Mike”
Mikronis (standing at left), received the
Silver Star for his combat performance near
Casablanca in Operation Torch, the North
African invasion of November 1942, while
flying from the USS Ranger CV-4.
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The Miami News, Sunday, Apr 18, 1943

You’ll read about his further adventures as
USS Bataan’s Landing Signal Officer (LSO)…

…and later as LSO on the USS Franklin CV-13
on the day Franklin was hit by two Japanese
bombs while USS Franklin and USS Bataan
were operating as part of a Task Group less
than 100 miles off the coast of the Japanese
Home Islands. USS Bataan had to swerve
hard to starboard (right) at flank (full) speed
to avoid a collision with Franklin!
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…conducting the FIRST of thousands of
aircraft landings on USS Bataan CVL-29…
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